
Put patient into bed Change settings 

Unlock keys 

Confirm Bed Occupancy 

The green traffic light stops flashing and is continuous-

ly on: The bed exit monitoring is now running 

(provided that the alert is activated). 

Unlock keys 

Long keypress (2 sec.) 

Press button until the yellow 

indicator starts flashing. 

Bed Edge alert 

Bed Exit alert 

Short keypress 

Repeated keypress switches 

between settings. 

activate / deactivate alerts change settings Optional confirmation that patient lies in bed. 

on Alert will trigger 

nurse call 

off Alert deactivated 

Short keypress 

Repeated keypress switches 

between on and off. 
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Assist patient in getting out of bed 

Patient still lies in bed Patient is already out of bed Patient sitting at the bed edge 

Unlock keys Unlock keys 

Patient may now leave the bed 

Re-activate the alert 

Unlock keys 

Which situation are you facing? 

 

Deactivate alert 

Press button short to deactivate the alert 

(off). This prevents the device from trig-

gering an alert when the patient gets out 

of bed. 

Alert is disabled 

Alert is activated 

Acknowledge alert 

Press the button below the red flashing 

alert. 

Alert has been triggered 

Alert has been acknowledged 
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Press the button below the red flashing 
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